Title: Assistant Kitchen Manager
Company: Whitewater Brewing Company
Location: Cobden, ON, Canada
Status: Full- Time
Reports to: General Manager

We're hiring a full-time Assistant Kitchen Manager! So, if you thrive in a fast-paced, detailoriented environment and love preparing consistent, high-quality meals, this job might be
for you! Competitive compensation is available in correlation to your experience.
A day in the life:
As the assistant kitchen manager, you will be responsible for supervising food preparation
and cooking, maintaining a fully stocked kitchen inventory, and complying with safety and
cleanliness standards.
About this team:
Our kitchen team is hardworking, team-oriented, and knows how to handle the heat of a
kitchen! We're responsible for producing consistent, high-quality meals for all of our
patrons.
Must Haves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proven experience working as a kitchen manager, restaurant manager, or head chef
Hands-on experience with planning menus and ordering ingredients
Familiarity with kitchen sanitation and safety regulations
Strong organizational, troubleshooting, and conflict resolution skills
Self-starter that operates with integrity
Ability to manage a team in a fast-paced work environment
Flexibility to work during evenings and weekends

Nice to have:
•

Certification from a culinary school or degree in Restaurant Management

Who we are:
Located in Whitewater Region, Whitewater Brewing Co. came to be through a shared
epiphany between friends that the Ottawa Valley was home to great, local ingredients that
could be used to make great, local beer. We create handcrafted beer, food, and lifestyle
products for people with an appetite for adventure who want elevated flavour without the
negative environmental impact.
With sustainability being core to our business, we ensure we're doing our best to neutralize
our impact. We do this through our partnership with Bullfrog Power and our Climate Neutral
Certification.
We are committed to supporting our employees and the community at large. Fair wages, a
casual work environment, a dedication to positive change, and a team-first attitude are
some of the benefits of working for Whitewater Brewing Co.
If you are interested in this opportunity, please forward your resume to
jobs@whitewaterbeer.ca. In addition, please include a brief cover letter explaining why you
want to work in our industry and/or with Whitewater Brewing Co. Whitewater Brewing
Company would like to thank all applicants. However, only those who qualify for an
interview will be contacted.
Whitewater Brewing Company is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud
to be an equal opportunity employer. We welcome and encourage applications from people
with disabilities. Accommodations are available on request for candidates taking part in all
aspects of the selection process.

